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Abbreviations
AC

Alternating Current

AFC

Anticipated final cost

CD

Close Doors platform indicator

CWR

Continuously Welded Rail

DC

Direct Current

DN

DOWN

ECR

Electrical Control Room

ELR

Engineer’s Line Reference

ETE

Electric Track Equipment

GRIP

Governance of Railway Infrastructure Projects

HV

High Voltage

HVI

High Voltage Impulse

IBCL

In Bearer Clamp Lock

IECC

Integrated Electronic Control Centre

km

Kilometre

kV

Kilovolts

LTPP

Long Term Planning Process

LV

Low Voltage

LVAC

Low Voltage Air Conditioning

m

metres

mph

miles per hour

mls

miles

No.

number

NR

Network Rail

NW

Northwest

OLE

Overhead Line Equipment

OSS

Overspeed Sensor

RA

Route Availability

RAM

Route Asset Manager
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RCM

Remote Condition Monitoring

ROC

Railway Operations Centre

S&C

Switch and Crossing

SSI

Solid State Interlocking

SSSI

Site of Special Scientific Interest

SW

Southwest

TOC

Train Operating Company

TP

Track Paralleling

tph

Trains per Hour

TRTS

Train Ready to Start

TSS

Train Stop Sensor

UPS

Uninterruptible Power Source

UTX

Undertrack Crossing

yds

yards
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1. Executive Summary
In 2014 Network Rail Group Strategy remitted IP Southern to undertake a pre-GRIP study to
identify the feasibility of constructing additional platforms at Guildford Station in Surrey.
The proposed options in the report issued in November 2014 assumed that due to the Solum
regeneration project, all of the Network Rail owned land to the east of the station was not to be
utilised as part of the station capacity improvement scheme at this stage.
The client team have revisited the scheme to explore options which may encroach on to land to
the east of the station as these may provide better value for the asset owner.
This report proposes 7 main options to fulfil the brief of providing additional capacity whilst
permitting a small amount of land to be used to the east of the station.
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2. Background
Guildford Station is an 8-platform station (P1 to P8) on the mainline between London to the northeast and Portsmouth to the south-west. Passenger statistics reveal that the station has 8,090,682
“entrances and exits” and 1,096,982 “interchanges” per year, (“Estimates of Station Usage 201415” from the Office of Rail and Road).
The station acts as the junction between the main London – Portsmouth line and the mostly nonelectrified North Downs line. There is a separate suburban route to Effingham Junction where the
line splits to the ‘Guildford New Line’ towards Surbiton and the line via Sutton to London Bridge.
The lines to Portsmouth and Dorking/Redhill are accessed via the use of Guildford Chalk Tunnel
(WPH1 17/17), which is known to incorporate restrictive gauge.
The station is served in the off-peak by:
-

Two fast trains per hour in each direction between London and Portsmouth.

-

Two slower services in each direction per hour between London and Haslemere, one of
which extends to Portsmouth.

-

The North Downs Line offers two trains per hour in each direction between Reading and
Redhill, one slow and one faster service which extends to Gatwick Airport.

-

Four trains per hour to London Waterloo via Effingham Junction, two via Surbiton and two
via Epsom.

-

Two trains per hour to Ascot, via Aldershot and Camberley.

During peak times the above services are supplemented by services via Sutton to London Bridge
and extra Portsmouth line services.
-

The DOWN and UP Cobham lines [NGL] run into platforms P1, P2 and P3. Platform P1
has been extended in the recent past and is a terminating platform with an existing buffer
stop.

-

The UP and DOWN MAIN lines [WPH] to/from Worplesden provide operational
functionality for services into platforms P4 to P8, with a double junction crossover
arrangement providing operational functionality for services to/from the UP and DOWN
MAIN into and out of platforms P2 and P3.

-

The UP and DOWN ASH lines [ASH] provide operational functionality for services into/out
of platforms P3 to P8.

The station layout is relatively constrained with limited capability to terminate trains particularly
from Woking. In Network Rail Control Period 5 (CP5) additional stabling siding capability is being
provided at Guildford North Box which are labelled as DOWN GOODS SIDINGS in Figure 1. In
addition the proposed Solum redevelopment of the station building and car park, with a legal
agreement signed in 2008, is to be built on the DOWN side of the station. A planning application
for the development was submitted in October 2014.
As a priority, it is necessary to understand the costs and feasibility of constructing an additional
Bay Platform in order to segregate ‘New Line’ terminating trains from any ‘through’ platforms
(especially Platform P2), and in particular to understand the impact on the currently proposed
boundary line between the operational railway and the proposed Solum development. This should
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include an assessment as to whether the functionality of a Platform P0 could still be provided with
only minor (or no) incursion over the Solum boundary, and what such a solution might cost in
comparison.
The immediate priority of the study is to identify options which meet the following minimum
requirements, which are deemed sufficient to solve the medium-term capacity issues at Guildford:
o Provide an additional facility to terminate “Guilford New Line” trains without obstructing
train paths through the station from the “Guilford New Line” to Portsmouth.

2.1 Future Train Service Aspirations
The Wessex Route Study (published in August 2015) has established a number of conditional
outputs relating to train service frequencies at Guildford the future for Control Period 6 (2019 to
2024) and beyond. Any option developed should not preclude the following:









1No. additional train per hour (tph) from Reading to Gatwick, and vice versa, making 3No.
tph each way in total. This is likely to consist of 2No. semi-fast trains per hour, and 1No.
stopping service. It is likely that the stopping service will need to be overtaken by a semifast service at Guildford in each direction
2No. additional tph from Guildford to Waterloo via Cobham, making 4No. tph in total in
each direction.
2No. additional tph from Guildford to Waterloo via Epsom, making 4No. tph in total in each
direction.
2No. additional tph from Waterloo to Portsmouth, making 6No. tph in total in each
direction.
A potential 2No. tph from Guildford to Waterloo via Woking. These would form a stopping
service from Woking inwards, although these services may not need to originate at
Guildford if the turnback capability offered by the proposed Woking flyover proves
sufficient. This is however also subject to the Portsmouth trains being able to provide an
adequate level of service at Worplesdon.
A potential 2No. tph from Guildford to Heathrow Airport via Woking.
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A potential 2No. tph from Guildford to Farnham.
All trains arriving from the south must be able to access all 3No. routes to the north and
vice-versa.
Minimum future train lengths for each service group are:
o Portsmouth to Waterloo – 12cars x 20m.
o Guildford to Waterloo via Effingham Junction – 10cars x 20m (with passive
provision for future 12cars x 20m capability. Note that this route is used as a
diversionary line for Portsmouth trains, therefore trains using it must be able to
access 12cars x 20m through platforms at Guildford).
o Guildford to Ascot – 4cars x 20m (but as above, trains using this route must be able
to access 12cars x 20m through platforms at Guildford).
o Reading to Gatwick – 4cars x 20m.
o Guildford to Waterloo via Woking – 12cars x 20m.
o Guildford to Heathrow – 8cars x 20m (tbc).
o Guildford to Farnham – 4cars x 20m.
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3. Methodology
This report has been based on a desk study and a site visit in order to establish an understanding
of the location and identify the existing layout of the station, site features and the surrounding
area. A number of potential options for providing an additional terminating line were considered
and the aspects discussed between Network Rail Design Groups:
Design Discipline

Contact

Title

Buildings and Civils Design Group
Signalling Design Group
Track Design Group
Electrification and Plant Design Group

Ordnance Survey electronic map tiles have been examined and utilised at a scale of 1:1250
covering the study area to show the proposed options available.
Development documents for the proposed Solum regeneration of the eastern station car park area
and in particular drawing B(90) P00 by
dated Oct 2014 have been reviewed to
understand the impact that the additional platform capacity works may have on the current
proposals.
Delivery of the works at Guildford have assumed that existing platform usage requirements will
remain unchanged. The proposed options include the addition of a new terminating platform P0
which will be capable of accommodating a 10car train.
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4. Constraints
4.1 Existing Station Overview
The existing Guildford Station is to remain operational throughout the construction of the additional
platforms and is the prime consideration for the design of the additional platforms. An overview of
the area around the existing station is listed below based on the information provided by NR Asset
Management Service and from external sources.
■ Guilford Chalk Tunnel (WPH1 17/17) is a 721m long tunnel located to the south of the
station at the south end of Guildford South Junction which accommodates 2No. tracks
within a single bore.
■ Guildford South Junction to the south of the station consists of 2No. running lines which
split into 6No. lines through the station serving platforms P2 to P8 (note that Platforms P6
and P7 are adjacent to the same track).
■ Guildford North Junction comprises the merger of 6No. running lines, 2No. to/from
Wanborough, 2No. to/from Woking and 2No. to/from Effingham Junction.
■ Platform P1 runs from the north to a buffer stop approximately midway through the station.
■ The track within the station largely comprises ballasted track, with direct fix track over the
subway structures.
■ The track alignments within Guildford Station are fully electrified with 750V DC 3rd Rail
electrification.
■ The permissible line speeds through Guildford South Junction are 25mph with the line
speeds rising up to 90mph to the north end of the station on the Woking Lines. The line
speeds are shown in Figure 4.1 which has been extracted from the National Electronic
Sectional Appendix (NESA).
■ Farnham Road overline bridge (WPH1 17/16) passes over Guildford South Junction at the
south end of Guildford station.
■ Platforms P1 – P8 are accessed on foot through either the station subway (WPH1 –
17/15B) which has steep gradient ramps to all platforms or via the Station Footbridge
(WPH1 17/15C) which has steps to all platforms.
■ Guildford Station footbridge (WPH1 17/15C) acts as a public right of way for pedestrians
across the railway from east to west.
■ 3No. carriage sidings area located on the west side of the station adjacent to platform P8.
Use www.nationalrail.co.uk/stations destinations/SME/GLD StationPlan.aspx?rtnloc=GLD
for the Nation Rail website station plan
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Figure 3 - Existing line speeds at Guildford Station

Platform lengths as published in the Kent/Susses/Wessex Route Sectional Appendix Module
KSW1 Supplement No. 26 – 5th March 2016 are shown below.
Platform
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

Published length (m)
211
256
256
255
255
264
263
208

Published length (cars)
10
12 Down, 8 Up
12
12
12
12
12
10

Table 1 - Existing platform lengths

4.2 Flooding Risk
National Planning Policy Guidance provides guidelines on development and flood risk. Areas
assessed as having between a 1 in 100-year and 1 in 1000-year annual probability of river
flooding are classified as being in Zone 2. Areas assessed as having a 1 in 100-year or greater
annual probability of river flooding are classified as being in Zone 3.
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The Flood Map available from the Environment Agency provides an indicative portrayal of flood
risk envelopes with return periods of 1 in 100-years. Guildford Station and the remaining extent of
the study area do not fall within the either flood zones 2 or 3.

4.3 Buried/Other Services
Applications for buried services have not been made to the Buried Services Team as part of the
pre-grip feasibility study works because it is considered safe to assume that all services within the
study area will be either under the ownership of Network Rail or be largely unaffected by the
platform enhancement works.
The presence of buried and exposed services around Guildford station is likely to be within the
existing road carriageways and the railway environment. Any services present are assumed to
have minimal impact upon the proposed options at this stage of the scheme development.

4.4 Land Ownership/Development
Figure 2 shows that the study area is entirely within the Network Rail boundary with Figure 4 and
Figure 5 showing that the proposals to Guildford Station and Guildford South and North Junctions
are within areas under Network Rail ownership.
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4.5 Environmental/Heritage considerations
Figure 2.2 shows the location of the Wey Valley Meadows SSSI, Guildford Town Centre
Conservation Area and Wey and Godalming Navigations Conservation Area within the study area.
The area of residential land to the south east corner of Guildford Station falls within the Guildford
Town Centre Conservation Area; however the conservation area follows the Network Rail land
boundary line.

4.6 Ground Conditions
Ground conditions at Guildford Station are anticipated to have minimal impact upon the option
selection process as the loadings from train and platforms are of negligible increase in the overall
loading on the ground. The footbridge and subway modification / replacement works will have the
most impact upon the underlying ground conditions; however given that existing railway structures
are present the effects are anticipated to be minimal.

4.7 Threats & Opportunities
4.7.1

Solum Development

Plans exist to redevelop Guildford Station buildings and the car park to the east side of the station
as part of the Solum redevelopment which entails the construction of medium rise buildings for
offices, retail and residential purposes, (see Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9).

Figure 7 - Visual impression of Solum Development

Network Rail and Solum entered into a legal agreement for development at the station in 2008 and
began developing the current scheme in earnest in 2012 as the property market started to
recover. A planning application was submitted in October 2014, based on the original and updated
Technical Clearances however the exact scope of works are currently subject to the changes as
proposed in this report. The application, improved by an addendum, will go to Planning Committee
in January 2016. Network Rail approval to the development red line was given in early 2014 on
the basis of the Clearances and discussions with Route Planning.
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The redevelopment scheme includes for the development of the following quantity of units:
1877m2 – Office Accommodation
438No. – Residential Units
3427m2 – Retail Provision
644No. – Multi Storey Car Parking Spaces
536No. – Station Cycling spaces
75No. – Motorcycle Spaces

Figure 8 - Proposed Guildford Station Redevelopment plan view 1

Figure 9 - Proposed Guildford Station Redevelopment plan view 2
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4.7.2

Farnham Road Bridge

Farnham Road overline bridge (WPH1 17/16) at the south end of Guildford station carries a 2 lane
carriageway over the 6No. running lines within the confines of the Guildford South Junction area.

According to the detailed inspection report completed in 2015 the structure is in a relatively poor
condition overall with
.
The structure is currently inspected
regularly to monitor the rate of decay across span 3. It is understood that there is a work item
within CP5 to undertake maintenance and strengthening works to span 3.

Figure 10 - Farnham Road Overline bridge (WPH1 17/16) viewed from the south
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Figure 11 - Farnham Road overline bridge (WPH1 17/16) Spans 1 & 2 viewed from the north

4.7.3

North Downs Line Electrification

The Wessex Route Study (published in August 2015) has looked at the requirement for
electrification of the North Downs Line with either 3rd Rail or Overhead Line Electrification. At this
GRIP stage, it is not believed that OLE installation would affect the design in any fundamental way
and so the design is based on the assumption that the designed track alignment could be
electrified in whatever fashion is required at later GRIP stages.
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5. Addendum Options for Increasing Guildford Station
Capacity
5.1 Options Overview
The following additional options are proposed to provide an increase in capacity at Guildford
Station whilst maintaining the existing platform configuration and minimising the effect on the
proposed Solum development. All of the options presented here seek to provide an additional
terminating line. Some options seek to utilise a small portion of land previously ring fenced for
development whilst other options look at providing the additional capacity without affecting the
Solum development.

5.1.1

Option 1 – New bay platform P0 to east
o

Construct a new terminating bay platform P0 within the area of car park to the east
side of the station.
Refer to drawing SOU-141982-EAR-DRG-IAB-WPH1-30.0550-011 for more details.

o

Option 1A - The land take may be reduced by reducing the width of the existing
island platform serving platforms P1 & P2. Consideration has been made for this
additional work as a sub-option with widths based on input from the Pedestrian
Flow team.
Refer to drawing SOU-141982-EAR-DRG-IAB-WPH1-30.0550-016 for more details.

o

A further sub-option (Option 1B) could be considered at future GRIP stages that
includes the introduction of Selective Door Opening to carriages at the northern end
of Platform P2. This would enable the Platform P2 face of the existing island to be
fenced off and Platform P1 to be reduced in width to a single faced rather than
island platform. This could provide additional land savings at the northern end
where the impact is less significant. This has not been developed at this GRIP
stage as Train Operating Company (TOC) agreement may not be attainable.

5.1.2

Option 2 – New island platform to east
o

Construct a new terminating line within the area of car park to the east side of the
new platform. Given that Option 2 requires more land than Option 1 and offers no
additional benefits, it is not recommended that work on this option continues.
Refer to drawing SOU-141982-EAR-DRG-IAB-WPH1-30.0550-012 for more details.

o

Option 2a - As in option 1, land take for option 2 may be reduced by reducing the
width of the existing island platform serving platforms P1 & P2.
Refer to drawing SOU-141982-EAR-DRG-IAB-WPH1-30.0550-017 for more details.

5.1.3

Option 3 – New viaduct
o

New viaduct and approach ramps to carry a new line from Woodbridge Meadows to
the north-east over the existing lines at Guildford North Junction. This option avoids
the need for land take from the Solum development project and will include
potential strengthening or infill works to existing underbridge Station Meadow (Br.
15/50) currently used as a subway. Construct new platform P9 adjacent to the west
of side of the existing DOWN Ash line on site of the existing car park. In this option
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it is assumed that the west sidings are no longer required and can be removed to
allow the construction of the viaduct ramp. The prohibitive cost of such a scheme
makes this unappealing, and it is believed that the construction of such a structure
and new platforms to the West would prohibit any future improvements to the
Guildford layout.
Refer to drawing SOU-141982-EAR-DRG-IAB-WPH1-30.0550-013 for more details.

5.1.4

Option 4 – Terminating platform at Guildford’s London Road Station
o

5.1.5

Group Strategy has indicated that such an option would not be acceptable given
the role of Guildford as a major interchange station. This option may however be
considered if there is disruption to the service at Guildford during construction.
This option has not been drawn.

Option 5 – Extend platform P2 to the south and construct a new island
platform to the north
o

5.1.6

This would facilitate new platforms P0 and P1 on the new island which requires
realignment of the existing NGL Cobham terminating line to run adjacent to the
DOWN Cobham line and to terminate on the new platform P1 and also a new
terminating line on platform P0. This option was found to be unfeasible following
investigation of the signalling system.
Refer to drawing SOU-141982-EAR-DRG-IAB-WPH1-30.0550-015 for more details.

Option 6 – Construct a raised platform P0 above existing platforms P1
& P2 on the east side of the station.
o

5.1.7

Construct an offline ramp to the east of the station to carry a new terminating line
over existing Cobham Bay line to terminate on the new raised platform P0. This
Option was found to require the same land take as Option 1, once access facilities
were considered and would be far harder to construct, operate and maintain.
This option has not been drawn.

Option 7 – Track re-configuration to north and a new side platform P0
o

The track layout development for Option 7 very quickly demonstrated that due to
the longitudinal constraints of the site and the length of the required S&C units, it
would not be feasible without major remodelling of all 3No. routes and the entire
track layout at the London end approach to the station, as well as major
reconstruction of Guildford Station. It was agreed with the Designated Project
Engineer (DPE) to cease development of this preferred option and concentrate on
the alternative Option 7.1 and a subsequent Option 7.2.
Option 7 has not been drawn.

o

Option 7.1 - A new platform P0 to be located east of platform P1, with the DOWN
and UP Cobham lines running into platforms P0 and P1. This option maintains the
North Box siding trap point with buffer stop arrangement and connection into the
DOWN Main which is to be realligned slightly towards London and thus will reduce
the available standage in the North Box siding.
Refer to drawing SOU-141982-EAR-DRG-IAB-WPH1-30.0550-018 for more details.

o

Option 7.1A is identical to option 7.1 except the existing island platform P1/P2 has
been reduced in width to 6.5m minimum. This option has not been drawn.
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o

Option 7.2 - This option is identical to Option 7.1 with the exception that the North
Box siding is extended and a connection into the new UP Cobham to DOWN Main
crossover track is proposed. The existing North Box siding to DOWN Main
crossover is proposed to be abandoned and a new trap point installed.
Refer to drawing SOU-141982-EAR-DRG-IAB-WPH1-30.0550-019 for more details.

o

Option 7.2A is identical to option 7.2 except the existing island platform P1/P2 has
been reduced in width to 6.5m minimum.
Refer to drawing SOU-141982-EAR-DRG-IAB-WPH1-30.0550-020 for more details.
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5.3 Option 1 – New bay platform P0 to East
Enhancement works to Guildford station comprises the construction of a new platform P0 to the
east side of the station which entails some minor remodelling of Guildford North Junction to allow
the additional terminating line to be connected to the network.
Option 1 requires relatively minimal construction compared to some of the other options. Main
construction activities include:
1. A new 345m long terminating line adjacent to existing Cobham Bay line on Platform P1.
2. A new 3.0m wide, 220m long terminating bay platform P0.
3. A new canopy structure.
4. Demolition of existing stub platform currently used bike storage.
5. Provision of access from main station concourse.
The remainder of Guildford Station will remain largely unaltered as part of the construction of the
new platform. Details for this option can be seen on drawing number SOU-141982-EAR-DRG-IABWPH1-30.0550-011.

5.3.1

Option 1A – New bay platform P0 to east with reduced platform P1/P2
width

The existing island platform tapers to the North from 7.7m wide to 5.3m wide at the fence line. A
thin area of land can be reclaimed by taking down a tapering strip section of the exiting platform
riser wall and copers and rebuilding to provide a minimum platform width of 6.5m. The pedestrian
flows have been analysed to ensure that 6.5m is sufficiently wide to accommodate predicted
future growth in passenger numbers. The amount of land reclaimed by this work is approximately
130m2. In addition to demolition of a section of the platform riser wall, platform structures may also
be affected. Works will be required to the existing canopy on platforms P1 & P2 to ensure the
canopy line does not foul the gauging clearance envelope. Once this work has been completed,
the existing terminating line on Platform P1 will require slewing to the west to allow the land take
to progress through to the next phase. The maximum allowable slew is likely to be 715mm and
includes any cable rerouting and repositioning of buffer stop. Details for this option can be seen on
drawing number SOU-141982-EAR-DRG-IAB-WPH1-30.0550-016.

5.3.2

Construction Considerations

The construction of platform P0 in Option 1 to the east side of Guildford Station will require some
existing offices to be demolished outside the station building. It is likely however that the office
buildings have been earmarked for demolition as part of the Solum development. If Option 1a is
invoked, the island platform serving platforms P1 & P2 will be affected during alteration works.
Platform P1 will be unavailable during the entirety of the works. It may be possible to temporarily
close platform P2 for resurfacing works assuming temporary works are adequately designed. The
majority of the building works could be undertaken during normal daytime working hours with the
establishment of a site compound within the existing car park area. This site location would be the
most ideal for the proposed construction works given the existing road access to the site.
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Civils / Buildings

Allow for construction of new strip footing 500mm width, 750m depth
and 130m length.

Civils / Buildings

New riser wall, coping stones, tactile strips and platform surfacing
over 130m length.

Civils / Buildings

Canopy renewal over 130m length and reinstatement of existing
services such as lighting, public address, telecoms, CIS
connections.

Land take required

Approximate area required 920m2 (reduced from 1030m2) on the
east side of the station currently reserved for Solum development.

Capital cost
estimate

(To be determined)

Figure 12 - Existing platforms P1 & P2 looking north
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Figure 13 - View of Guildford North Junction and north end of platforms P1 & P2
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5.4 Option 2
Option 2 is similar to option 1 with the addition of a new island platform between the existing
Cobham Bay line and the proposed new terminus on platform P0. The new island platform could
provide two exit points for trains terminating at platform P1 (1a and 1b) or with the addition of a
barrier, utilise the full width for platform P0.
Main construction activities include:
1. A new 4.0m wide island platform (this could be reduced to 3.0m by derogation or by
incorporating a barrier to prevent use by trains on platform P1). This could be built as an
extension to the existing platform stub currently used a bike store. The new platform will be
approximately 220m in length to cater for 10-car train lengths.
2. A new 351m long line from Guildford North Junction terminating on platform P0.
3. A new canopy structure incorporating customer information along the island platform.
4. Provision of access from main station concourse possibly via existing access to platform
P1.
The advantages of this option are additional platform space as compared to option 1 and greater
flexibility for the control of passenger flow from platform P1 & P2, which may prove to be beneficial
in the future as passenger numbers increase.
Disadvantages include the likely requirement for additional land take from the Solum development
project as compared to other options. This would be due to the requirement for a 4m width island
platform and the subsequent space required for the track turnout at the end of the platform. This
could be mitigated by reducing the island platform width by preventing egress from the existing
terminus on platform P1. Also the single terminating Cobham Bay line will be bounded on both
sides, which could potentially hinder the manoeuvrability of certain road-rail maintenance vehicles.
Details for this option can be seen on drawing number SOU-141982-EAR-DRG-IAB-WPH130.0550-012.

5.4.1

Option 2A

The existing island platform tapers to the North from 7.7m wide to 5.3m wide at the fence line. A
thin area of land can be reclaimed by taking down a tapering strip section of the exiting platform
riser wall and copers and rebuilding to provide a minimum platform width of 6.5m. The pedestrian
flows have been analysed to ensure that 6.5m is sufficiently wide to accommodate predicted
future growth in passenger numbers. The amount of land reclaimed by this work is approximately
50m2. In addition to demolition of a section of the platform riser wall, platform structures may also
be affected. Works will be required to the existing canopy on platforms P1 & P2 to ensure the
canopy line does not foul the gauging clearance envelope. Once this work has been completed,
the existing terminating line on Platform P1 will require slewing to the west to allow the land take
to progress through to the next phase. The maximum allowable slew is likely to be 715mm and
includes any cable rerouting and repositioning of buffer stop.
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5.4.2

Construction Considerations

The construction of platform P0 in option 2 to the east side of Guildford Station will require some
existing offices to be demolished outside the station building. It is likely however that the office
buildings have been earmarked for demolition as part of the Solum development. If Option 1a is
invoked, the island platform serving platforms P1 & P2 will be affected during alteration works.
Platform P1 will be unavailable during the entirety of the works. It may be possible to temporarily
close platform P2 for resurfacing works assuming temporary works are adequately designed. The
majority of the building works could be undertaken during normal daytime working hours with the
establishment of a site compound within the existing car park area. This site location would be the
most ideal for the proposed construction works given the existing road access to the site.

5.4.3

Permanent Way Considerations

Option 2 comprises of 1 No. new standard unit crossover and 1 No. new standard unit turnout to
provide an additional bay platform. This arrangement would create an island platform between the
existing Platform P1 and the new platform. A new friction buffer stop will be required at the
termination of the track.
The platform should be of sufficient length to accommodate 10-car trains including stand back
from signals and the buffer stop. The track layout may be design in later GRIP stages to allow
passive provision for future platform extensions.
During construction, installation of the new track adjacent to the existing Platform P1 track and
installation of the new S&C would both require disruptive track access possessions.
The maintenance requirements for the area will be increased in line with the resultant increased
number of the plain line and S&C track asset. This would result in an ongoing additional
requirement for routine patrolling and inspection and additional assumption of some maintenance
interventions during the asset service life e.g. tamping, materials replacement and potentially
refurbishment during service life prior to condition renewal at end of service life. Consideration
should be given to future safe track access to the new track asset(s) due to the location in a busy
station area.

5.4.4

General Items

This option will result in a net increase in infrastructure that requires long term maintenance.
Network change will be required for the track work layout/configuration alterations and/or changes
to the existing published line speed profile.
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Figure 14 - View of platform P2, end of Cobham Bay line and bike storage behind
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5.5 Option 3
The key to this option is providing a new terminus platform away from the constrained eastern side
of the station and without impacting on the existing platform assignments. This fulfils the original
brief and the revised brief with a likely reduction in overall cost as compared to remodelling the
entire station as previously proposed. It is not the simplest or cheapest option presented here but
it does offer the advantage that there would be no requirement for land take from the Solum
development.
This proposed option creates a new diverging line from NGL as it approaches Guildford from
London Road station to the north-east. The new line is carried up and over the existing lines at the
throat of Guildford station close to Guildford North Junction by a viaduct with ramped approaches.

The new line will terminate at a new platform P9 constructed adjacent to the west side of the
existing DOWN Ash line on the site of the existing car park. Methods of access to the new
platform should be assessed in the form of a Diversity Impact Assessment (DIA) which will likely
include a subway extension with ramps or lift with the possible addition of stairs from the existing
footbridge down to platform P9.
The length of the viaduct and ramps means that some enabling works will be required to ensure
local infrastructure can continue to function adequately. This includes potentially strengthening or
infilling the existing underbridge Station Meadow (Br. 15/50 - NGL 29m 0539yds) currently used
as a subway.
To enable the viaduct ramps and additional platform to be built, the existing carriage stabling
sidings to the west will need to be removed completely.
Part of the existing western station car park will need to be used to construct the new platform P9,
however the former ends of the carriage sidings could be utilised to provide a number of additional
parking bays or used for future development. Details for this option can be seen on drawing
number SOU-141982-EAR-DRG-IAB-WPH1-30.0550-013. The new platform P9 may need to be
constructed further to the west than shown to allow the Phase 2 development as described in the
original remit.

5.5.1

Construction Considerations

The construction of platform P9 to the west side of Guildford Station could be undertaken during
normal daytime working hours with the establishment of a site compound within the location of the
3 no. sidings which will be decommissioned as part of the works. This site location would be the
most ideal for the proposed construction works given the existing road access to the site and the
proximity to the working area.
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5.5.2

Permanent Way Considerations

Option 3 comprises a new viaduct carrying a bi-directional single line to provide access to/from the
UP Cobham and DOWN Cobham Lines to a new proposed platform P9 on the West side of the
station. This arrangement would create a new island platform between the existing platform P8
track and the proposed new platform P9 track. The viaduct track will be required to ascend via a
circa 250m ramp to elevate the track to achieve a suitable vertical clearance over the WPH route
[a notional 7m rail to rail vertical clearance has been assumed for consideration of the concept for
facilitate passive provision for potential future OHL electrification of the WPH route] and descend
via another circa 250m ramp to the proposed new platform level. The notional length of ramp
assumed should facilitate compensated track gradients of greater than 1 in 30 but this will need to
be confirmed in later stages of development if this option is progressed.
The Option 3 concept considered will require 1No new standard S&C crossover unit, 1 No
standard S&C turnout unit, approx. 1920m new plain line track (with the UP and DOWN Cobham
tracks will be relayed on a new alignment on a widened embankment) and 1 No new friction buffer
stop at the termination of the track. The platform should be of sufficient length to accommodate 10
car trains including stand back from signals and the buffer stop. [Note: An additional sub option
should be considered at the next stage of development which considers positioning the proposed
viaduct on the North West side of the existing Cobham lines (i.e. on the outside of the curve) to
limit the scope of new track and other discipline construction works and operational impact of the
proposed works on the branch during construction].
Consideration should be given to the construction methodology of the viaduct, the location of the
substructures and the interface with existing structures (under and over track).
The position of the proposed new platform, viaduct and ramps will affect the Non Electric Down
Goods Siding (requiring repositioning on the S&C and a consequential reduced length or
alternatively abandonment if acceptable operationally) and the Carriage sidings on the west side
of the station (which will have to be abandoned or significantly rationalised).
Significant disruptive track access possessions would be required to construct this option,
including the new viaduct/ramps, relaying the Cobham lines, installing the proposed new S&C
units on the Cobham branch and abandoning existing track arrangements affected by the new
track layout/s.
The maintenance patrolling, inspection and service life intervention requirements for the area will
be increased in line with the increase in the track asset particularly on the sections of track on the
proposed ramp. However, this should be considered against the net reduction in the exiting
number of S&C and plain line track asset that would need to be abandoned/rationalised to achieve
the option. Consideration should be given to future maintenance access to the track asset due to
the location in a station area and on the ramp/viaduct.

5.5.3

General Items

This option will result in a net increase in infrastructure that requires long term maintenance.
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Structural
modifications

Viaduct crossing

Capital cost
estimate

S&C

TPWS: 1 TSS, 1 buffer stop OSS

S&C

Recover 1 signal,2 points

S&C

Move 400m surface troughing, move 7 location cases.

S&C

Associated changes to interlocking, Control System & Train
Describer.

Civils

Remove the existing footbridge north of the station and construct a
new arched footbridge structure approx. 75m long by 11m wide to
allow for the proposed viaduct to pass under.

Civils / Buildings

Approx. 1200m2 of new platform canopy construction and supporting
steelwork frames and columns.

Civils / Buildings

New 220m long platform comprising traditional concrete block front
wall + copers + tactiles over 440m + new bitumen macadam
surfacing, approx. 4m wide on average.

Civils

New Concrete subway extension. Assume 10m long, 3m wide and
3m high.

Buildings

Assume 2 no. waiting shelters to platform P9

Civils

Modify the existing station footbridge structure, provide new
supports, landing area and stairs down to platform P9.

Civils

Incorporate a new lift into the subway construction which extends up
to the new platforms.

Civils

8 No. E-type 30m span standard bridge decks

Civils

1 No. 90m span trussed girder rail bridge

Civils

4 No. 25m2 pile cap; 8 No. 16m2 pile cap

Civils

Assume 120 No. 900mm diameter RC piles, 15m length

Civils

2 No. RC Piers 25m2, 5.1m height; 2 No. 16m2, 5.1m height; 8
No.9m2, 4.1m height

Civils

4 No. RC crosshead beams - 4m2, 6m long

Civils

1000m of earth retaining structures.

Civils

7500m3 earth fill
(To be determined)
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Figure 15 - View along Guildford Station subway from west to east

Figure 16 - View south to western car park and sidings
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5.6 Option 4
This option is beyond the scope of this report; however it should be considered in later GRIP
stages that the remit could be met by providing a terminating platform at Guildford’s London Road
station, rather than at the already congested Guildford station. This option has not been developed
beyond the initial concept although the main disadvantage is that the terminating platform would
not fall within the Guildford Station interchange. The main advantage is likely to be a significant
cost saving.

5.7 Option 5
This option proposes extending the existing platform P2 to the south to allow space for a new
island platform to be constructed at the north end of platform P2. The advantage of this is to
facilitate new platforms P0 and P1 on the new island. The proposal requires realignment of the
existing NGL Cobham terminating line to run adjacent to the DOWN Cobham line and to terminate
on the new platform P1 and also a new terminating line on platform P0.
Option 5 has been drawn up for consultation with the signalling and track design teams. The
outcome of the consultation meeting was that platform P2 cannot be moved to the south due to
signalling stand back constraints at the entrance to chalk tunnel. Therefore this option has been
deemed to be unfeasible and should not be considered in the next stage of the GRIP process.
Further details can be found in the appendix of this report on drawing number SOU-141982-EARDRG-IAB-WPH1-30.0550-015.

5.8 Option 6
Option 6 proposes the construction of a raised platform P0 above existing platforms P1 & P2 in a
stacked platform format. Construction of an offline ramp to the east of the station will be necessary
to carry the new terminating line over the existing Cobham Bay line to terminate on the new raised
platform P0. Alternatively an underground stacked platform would also require an offline ramp
down to the lower platform.
The proposal must include a suitable accessible route to the upper level or down to an
underground platform. This option is not a commonly used arrangement in a heavy rail
environment due to the complex civil engineering required. It is more common to find stacked
platforms in underground rail systems, where the surrounding soil can distribute the loads
effectively.
Following early feasibility discussions, it became clear that providing effective ramped access and
stairs in accordance with the Equality Act 2010 would mean the platform widths would exceed
those presented in options 1 & 2. The additional platform will be in close proximity to the proposed
Solum development and may increase noise and other related environmental impacts. Due to
higher construction costs than other comparable options and the additional land take required, this
option offers little or no benefit over more cost effective and simpler available options and has
been discounted for this reason.
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5.9 Option 7


Option 7 – This option proposes to use the narrow area of land north of the island Platform
P3/P4 to slew the tracks across into, allowing the north end of Platforms P1 & P2 to be
repositioned, minimising the land take required to the east of the station. The track layout
development for Option 7 quickly demonstrated that due to the longitudinal constraints of
the site and the length of the required S&C units, it would not be feasible without major
remodelling of all 3 routes and the entire track layout at the London end approach to the
station as well as major reconstruction of Guildford Station. It was agreed with the
Designated Project Engineer (DPE) to cease development of this option and concentrate
on the alternative Option 7.1 and a subsequent Option 7.2.
o

Option 7.1 – This option proposes a new platform P0 to be located east of platform
P1, with the DOWN and UP Cobham lines (NGL lines) running into platforms P0
and P1. The new platform P0 has been shown to replicate the existing standage
currently available on Platform P1 – circa 218m. 3No. new crossovers are required
to be placed between the UP/DOWN Cobham lines [Note: It may be possible to
improve the available platform P0 and P1 standage by using a scissors crossover
arrangement for the proposed facing and trailing crossovers]. A further turnout from
the UP Cobham to the DOWN Main is proposed. A new double junction connection
is proposed to connect from the Main lines into platforms P2 and P3. This
arrangement will facilitate the proposed operational capability between the Cobham
lines and Platforms P0 to P3 and main lines and Platforms P2 to P8. This option
maintains the North Box siding trap point with buffer stop arrangement and
connection into the DOWN Main, although this is proposed as part of this option to
be repositioned towards London which will reduce the available standage in the
North Box siding. It may be feasible to improve the proposed alignment on DOWN
and UP Mains to limit (or best case eliminate) the impact on the existing track/S&C
and platform end alignments, however further investigation is recommended if the
scheme is considered viable.

o

Option 7.1A - This option is identical to Option 7.1 with the exception that the width
of the island platform P1/P2 has been reduced by 1m where the buffer stop is
situated on platform P1. This brings the width at that point to 6.5m which is within
standards. The tracks between platforms P0 and P1 have been realigned
accordingly to the change in platform widths. This option will require less land take
from the Solum boundary. NOTE: A drawing has not been produced for this option
because the land boundary implications are identical to option 7.2A (which has
been drawn).

o

Option 7.2 - This option is identical to Option 7.1 with the exception that the North
Box siding is extended and a connection into the new UP Cobham to DOWN Main
crossover track is proposed. The existing North Box siding to DOWN Main
crossover is proposed to be abandoned and a new trap point is proposed. This
sub-option is marginally preferred over 7.1 due to the greater operational flexibility.
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o

5.9.1

Option 7.2A - This option is identical to Option 7.2 with the exception that the width
of the island platform P1/P2 has been reduced by 1m where the buffer stop is
situated on platform P1. This brings the width at that point to 6.5m. The tracks
between platforms P0 and P1 have been realigned accordingly to the change in
platform widths. This option will require less land take from the Solum boundary.

Construction Considerations

The construction of platform P0 in option 7.1/A and 7.2/A to the east side of Guildford Station will
require some existing offices to be demolished outside the station building. It is likely however that
the office buildings have been earmarked for demolition as part of the Solum development. If
Option 7.1 or 7.2 is invoked, the island platform serving platforms P1 & P2 will be affected during
alteration works. Platforms P3, P4 and P5 also need minor alterations. Due to volume of works to
platforms P1 and P2 it is likely they will be unavailable for normal use for the majority of the works.
The majority of the building works could be undertaken during normal daytime working hours with
the establishment of a site compound within the existing car park area. This site location would be
the most ideal for the proposed construction works given the existing road access to the site.

5.9.2

Permanent Way Considerations

Proposed layout options have been designed with OS mapping base data. The OS doesn’t match
the more recent Geo-RINM view and assumptions for the extended platform P1 and North Box
siding buffer stop positions and alignments has been made to update the OS mapping.
Furthermore the accuracy of the OS mapping is noted as a risk. More detailed base data e.g.
topographical survey will be needed for further more accurate development including vertical
design. RINM data is available for this site and would provide an improved level of data accuracy
– however at later stages a full track topo accurate to 5mm will be required to develop the design
fully. It is proposed that:
3No existing crossovers may need to be renewed. It is assumed that it may be feasible to improve
the proposed new track alignment on DOWN and UP Mains to limit (or best case eliminate) the
impact on the existing affected plain line track, existing S&C crossovers and platform end
alignments but for the purpose of estimating at this stage of development these are assumed to be
slewed. Further investigation and development using more accurate base data will be needed to
determine the final scope of works.
The positions and slide lengths/affected zones of the proposed buffer stops to be determined at a
later stage of development when the station and interface with the proposed Solum boundary is
more accurately defined.
All options include some non-preferred S&C geometries including a switch diamond. It may be
possible to improve the proposed and use preferred geometries in later development if the
scheme is progressed. Alternatively, approval to use non-preferred S&C geometries and
associated risk mitigation measures may be required.
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E&P alterations

1 x CV Trap Point unit

E&P

Installation of additional DC circuit breaker in new modular building
at Guildford substation

E&P

Installation of 2 x track isolating switches

E&P

Renewal of 1000m of high voltage feeder route, 3-phase cable, pilot
cable

E&P

3 x hot splice joints

E&P

Construction of 2 x 2-track and 1 x 7-track UTX

E&P
S&C

810m worth of new 3rd Rail.
Install/re-control 7No. new signals

S&C

Control/re-control 8No. points either double or single sided

S&C

Estimate cost to alter signalling £10million + / - 30% based on Signal
Equivalent Costing (SEU)

S&C

Due to complexity the proposals may require existing signal
interlocking to be upgraded which could costs an additional £20
million.

Signalling alterations

7.2 - Approximate area required 570m2 on the east side of the
station currently reserved for Solum development.

Land take required

7.2A - Approximate area required 470m2 on the east side of the
station currently reserved for Solum development.
Civils / Buildings

Platform P5 addition of 5.3m2 over a length of 14.5m.

Civils / Buildings

Platform P4 addition of 3.3m2 of platform over a length of 16.5m

Civils / Buildings

Platform P3 removal of 4.6m2 of platform over a length of 12.5m.

Civils / Buildings

Platform P2 addition of 350m2 of platform over a length of 155m..

Civils / Buildings

7.2 - Platform P1 removal of 440m2 of platform over a length of
175m.
7.2A - Platform P1 removal of 530m2 of platform over a length of
225m.

Civils / Buildings

7.2 - Platform P0 new 650m platform over a length of 217m.
comprising traditional concrete block front wall + copers + tactiles +
new bitumen macadam surfacing, Approx. 3.0m wide on average.

Civils / Buildings

Demolish existing buildings in station car park directly to the east of
the station building and provide modifications for access to platform
P0.

Civils / Buildings

Approx. 400m2 of new P0 platform canopy construction and
supporting steelwork frames and columns.

Civils / Buildings

Assume 1 No. waiting shelters for platform P0.

Structural
modifications

Capital cost
estimate

2

(To be determined)
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6. General Construction Considerations for all options
6.1

Construction Methodology

The method in which the additional platform would be constructed will require a detailed plan of
the phasing of the actual works. All options require the construction phase to provide as minimal
disruption to the operation of trains as possible to reduce the impact upon the passenger and to
reduce the compensation pay outs to the train operating companies which serve the station.
The length of trains which serve the station vary considerably depending upon the origin and
destination. The trains to and from Waterloo typically comprise 10 - 12 car trains which extend
along the full length of the platforms. The Gatwick and Aldershot trains typically comprise 3-4 cars
and are routed via platforms P5 – P8 on a regular basis.
The works to the footbridge and subway will require the platform areas around the structures
segregating fully or partially to allow the works to take place. Routing the shorter trains into
platform P8 will allow the platform to remain operational during the works rather than having to
close the full length of platform.

6.2

Construction Programme

Each of the solutions discussed within this Pre-Grip report have their own specific requirements in
relation to programme. The ability to undertake construction work during normal working hours will
be of benefit to any programme for the works. Programme and phasing of the works will need to
be determined in more detail if the scheme is progressed and an option has been selected to be
taken forward for further consideration.
Of the Options which have been progressed to estimating, Option 1 would be by far the easiest to
construct with the new platform able to construct off line with minimum disruption to services. The
alterations to Platform 1 required in Option 1A would require a period of disruption, but this is not
considered substantial – Platform 0 could then be constructed offline. Option 7 poses by far the
biggest challenge from a construction stand point, requiring substantial disruption. Platform 1
would need to be taken out of use for the duration of works in this area. Numerous track stages
will also be required, which should be undertaken in long weekend possessions. The overall
programme duration of Option 7 would be much greater as a result of this.
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7. Electrical System
7.1 Background
All lines at Guildford Station are electrified with 750V DC top contact conductor rail and have the
capability to support the current timetable and rolling stock.
Guildford is supplied with third rail traction power from Guildford Substation, located adjacent to
the DOWN Cobham line at Guilford North Junction. It is also connected to Shalford TP Hut at
Shalford Junction although this site is due to be upgraded to a 3MW single rectifier substation in
CP5. The North Downs line is electrified to the West of Guildford on the UP and DOWN Ash lines
and the nearest distribution locations are Wood Street TP Hut and Wanborough substation.
Any increase in timetable, length and/or power of rolling stock would need to be assessed to
determine what, if any, reinforcement is required to support the increase.
The Wessex Route Study (published in August 2015) has assessed the requirement to electrify
the North Downs line to Third rail or Overhead Line.
It is a requirement of this scheme to make provision for future overhead line AC electrification of
the platforms used to provide services which pass through Dorking and Ash.

7.2 Intervention
Any proposed intervention for Guildford Station would need to consider the overall Wessex
traction power route strategy. This should be developed as part of the option selection study.
The option selection should also determine if the North Downs line is to be electrified with new 3rd
Rail or Overhead Line equipment. The choice of electrification will, as well as impacting on the
civil requirements, also impact the interventions required for the signalling and telecommunication
systems to ensure compatibility.

7.3 25kV OLE Electrification
If the option is authorised to electrify the North Downs line at 25kV in the timescales of this project,
the traction elements would be incorporated into the electrification project and take account of the
requirements of the station developments for the North Downs line only.
There would still be a requirement to develop a 750V DC enhancement element for this project to
facilitate the timetable changes for the other lines. This option would result in a dual electrification
scheme as both DC 3rd rail and AC overhead line would be required for trains between Shalford
Junction and Guildford. Further work would need to be carried out as part of GRIP 2 and 3 to
identify the requirements for an AC / DC interface including significant revision to the bonding
arrangements and location of additional traction power equipment along the dual electrified route.
If no decision regarding the electrification of the North Downs line is made in the timescales of this
project or 3rd rail electrification is selected then this project should develop the enhancement
required to the DC traction power system with future provision for 25kV OLE as follows:
a)

Provision of sufficient head room for AC overhead line equipment.
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b)

Make passive provision for the future installation of OLE masts and foundations.

c)

It is believed that this could be cantilevered from the middle of Platforms 1/2.

The height of the trains required to run on the route also drives the requirements for head room or
minimum soffit heights which for Wessex means consideration given to the introduction of double
deck trains. Such trains are taller than standard British rolling stock and their introduction would
drive significant interventions.
With the above points in mind attention is drawn to group standard GE/GN8573 issue 4 which sets
out minimum soffit heights in Table 9.
The minimum soffit heights from GE/GN8573 Table 9 are as follows:
Electrification and
gauge requirements

Soffit
height

Notes

Minimum bridge soffit
for standard UK
overhead line wire
height of 4700mm and
normal UK rolling
stock.

5150mm

Overhead line supported by bridge arms or other low
encumbrance equipment.
Use of this soffit height will degrade the performance of
the overhead line (OHL), increase OHL maintenance
requirements and place restrictions on track lift
tolerance for future tamping.
Option not recommended.

Nominal bridge soffit
for standard UK
overhead line wire
height of 4700mm and
normal UK rolling
stock.

6575mm

Minimum bridge soffit
for high overhead line
wire height of 5000mm
required for double
deck rolling stock.

5450mm

Free running overhead line.
Use of this soffit should allow good OLE performance
to be maintained and will minimise maintenance burden
due to overhead electrification.
Second preferred soffit height.
Overhead line supported by bridge arms or other low
encumbrance equipment.
Degrades performance and increases maintenance as
for 5150mm above.
Third preferred soffit height.

Nominal bridge soffit
for high overhead line
wire height of 5000mm
required for double
deck rolling stock.

6875mm

Free running overhead line.
Use of this soffit should allow good OLE performance
to be maintained and will minimise maintenance burden
due to overhead electrification.
Value derived from figure in GE/GN8573 and not
directly quoted in Table 9.
Recommended minimum soffit height.

Table 3 - Summary of GE/GN8673 Table 9
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It should be noted that Table 9 in GE/GN8573 also includes a lower minimum soffit height. Use of
this value would restrict the rolling stock that could use the route and might in station locations
place the railway foul of the electrical safety requirements set out in BS EN 50122-1.
It should also be noted that the provision of sufficient vertical clearance for double deck stock does
not self-provide sufficient horizontal clearance for vehicles constructed to European gauging
practice. Provision of sufficient horizontal clearance should be considered as a separate issue.

7.4 750V DC Electrification
Any intervention at Guilford should take full cognisance of any traction power route strategy and
incorporate any requirements as part of the option selection for this project.
A traction power study would be required to determine the level of reinforcement required for the
route. A decision would be required to determine which if any of the enhancements should be
applied to the Guilford project.
Reinforcing the DC system for increased services may result in distribution works up to and
including:


Conversion of existing track paralleling huts to substations;



Removal of TCR’s and replacement with TPH’s or substations;



Provision of new DC traction substations;



Upgrading of existing DC substations;



Upgrading the ETE to high current;



Upgrading of DC protection;



Upgrading the HV feeder distribution and grid intake points.

As a minimum the following interventions would be required to support the new platforms/tracks in
the Guildford area:


Provision of conductor rail, track feeder cables, and associated bonding;



Diversion, as necessary of HV feeders;



Assessment of the need for additional substation DC circuit breakers to feed the
additional tracks.



Assessment of the need for additional DC track feeder cables and compliant means of
cross track cable management such as new under track crossings or rebated cable
management sleepers.



Locally or remotely controlled switches to facilitate isolations and possessions. It is
noted that both Guildford and Shalford are included in a project to develop the use of
negative short circuiting devices as part of changes to the way that 3rd rail isolations
are implemented;
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Assessment of the need to enhance the signalling power supplies to support the
additional infrastructure;



Provision of point heating;



Upgrade and extension of station LV services for the additional/extensions to
platforms.

It is not envisaged that there would be any major issues with the additional infrastructure
requirements at Guilford. Guildford is a boundary site between the Electrical Control Rooms
(ECR) at Raynes Park and Eastleigh and the National SCADA project (BBD02) currently forecasts
migration dates of 2016 and 2017 respectively. This would remove any current restrictions on
enhancing the existing supervisory system.
The design of a satisfactory permanent way arrangement will almost certainly facilitate the
requirements for the required conductor rail and associated equipment.

7.5 Specific Areas to Note
7.5.1

Guildford

The provision for future Overhead Line Electrification of the North Downs line within this project is
assumed to be limited to the changes proposed at Guildford Station. The footbridge at the station
and road overbridge at Farnham Road would need to be considered for OLE clearances if
modifications to these structures are needed.
The traction substation is not impacted by these proposals but the 3rd rail; DC track cables, signal
power supplies and conductor rail section gaps would require relocation to facilitate the work. In
addition the 33kV feeder cable between Guildford and Farncombe substations is located in a
buried route within platforms P1 and P2.

7.6 Power Supply
Guildford is supplied with 3rd rail traction power from Guildford Substation, located adjacent to the
DOWN Cobham line at Guilford North Junction. This is a boundary site with respect to electrical
control, with the traction supply to all roads except the UP and DOWN Cobham controlled by
exclusively by Eastleigh ECR. The UP and DOWN Cobham roads are split between two electrical
control rooms as follows:
Road

Eastleigh ECR Control

Raynes Park ECR

UP Cobham

South of Guildford, through
Guildford Station adjacent to
Platform P3 and up to track
diamond North of 3106 points.
Ends
at
normally
open
hookswitch 898

North of Guilford Station,
London side of track diamond
South
of
3108
points.
(approximately 29 miles 56.5
chains on ELR NGL)

(approximately 29 miles 58.5
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chains on ELR NGL)

Electrical section R95.

Electrical section E317 which Dual end fed from Guildford
also feeds the UP Main.
substation and London Road
TP Hut.
Dual end fed from Guildford
substation and Shalford TP
Hut.
DOWN Cobham

South of Guildford, through
Guildford Station adjacent to
Platform P2 and up to 3113
points.

North of Guildford Station,
London side of 3113 points.
Starts at normally open
hookswitch 901.
Electrical section R96

Electrical section E316 which This also supplies Platform P1
at Guildford Station.
also feeds the DOWN Main
Dual end fed from Guildford Dual end fed from Guildford
substation and Shalford TP hut substation and London Road
TP Hut.
Table 4 - Electric Control Room locations

The North Downs line is electrified only to the immediate West of Guildford on the UP and DOWN
Ash lines and the nearest distribution locations are Wood Street TP Hut and Wanborough
substation. There is no electrification on the North Downs line between Aldershot South Junction
and Wokingham to the West and between Shalford Junction and Reigate to the East.
Any change in timetable or increase in length and/or power of rolling stock affecting any of the
existing electrified lines would need to be assessed to determine what, if any, reinforcement is
required to the traction power supply to support the increase.
The Wessex Route Study (published in August 2015) has assessed the requirement to electrify
the North Downs line to 3rd rail or Overhead Line.
It is a requirement of this scheme to make provision for future overhead line AC electrification of
the platforms used to provide services which pass through Dorking and Ash.

7.6.1

Security of Power Supply

The UP and DOWN Main Lines are also connected South of Guildford to Shalford TP Hut at
Shalford Junction. In order for the DC traction supply to the roads through Guildford Station to be
resilient, this project would need to enhance Shalford TP Hut to create a 3MW Class G substation.
An assessment of the traction power supply system has indicated existing weaknesses which
cause train power restrictions to be imposed unless all equipment is in service for the current
timetable. The expected benefits of this scheme would not be realised under train power
restrictions. At request of the Sponsor, it is believed that any power supply works would be carried
out by a separate Programme as upgrades would be required along the route, and so no
allowance will be made in the GRIP 0 estimate.
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Beyond the scope of this project, the same assessment has identified a further 9 TP Hut to
substation conversions required to restore system resilience to the traction power supply on the
main lines between Shalford junction and Havant. These TP Hut conversions would be essential
to facilitate the future train service aspiration of an additional 2tph between Waterloo and
Portsmouth. This does not preclude the requirement for further enhancements but this is a known
issue for the existing train service and should be budgeted for at this stage.

7.7 Options 1 and 2 Specific DC Electrification Issues
The proposed track modifications finish at approximately 29 miles 47 chains on ELR NGL,
adjacent to the footbridge. This should be clear of Guildford substation equipment but the new
track section to Platform P0 would require diversion of the high voltage Guildford to Farncombe
feeder 2204 which is currently routed in troughing along the cess towards Guildford Station and
then in a UTX to a hotsplice joint located at the junction of the original Platform P1 and P2 and the
platform extension. From the joint the cable follows a buried route through Platforms P1 and P2.
The exact length of feeder renewal required cannot be determined at this stage but will be
impacted by construction issues, joint positions and outage limitations. The existing feeder is a
185 mm2 oil-filled cable with a corrugated aluminium sheath which was installed in 1972.
In the best case the feeder renewal can be limited to the route between Guildford substation and
the hotsplice joint at Platforms P1 and P2. An entirely new route alignment could be required (and
should be assumed at this stage) from Guildford substation to a point on the South side of
Guildford station in the UP or DOWN Main cess at approximately 30 miles and 41 chains.
Allowance should be made for the renewal of 1000m of mixed surface trough and buried route
including one 7-track and one 3-track UTX. All three-phases of the HV cable and the pilot would
require renewal. A new hot splice joint and base must be allowed for. In the worst case the
feeder would require renewal between Guildford and Farncombe substations.
Consideration should be given to the resilience of supply (N-1 outage conditions) and the
operational requirements for isolation of part of the electrical section in the platform area. At this
stage allowance should be made for an additional DC circuit breaker in a new modular building at
Guildford substation and the installation of 2 x trackside isolating switches.

7.8 Option 3 Specific DC Electrification Issues
There is little change to the area approaching Platforms P1 and P2 but the installation of the
foundations and supporting structures for the new viaduct arrangement from the UP and DOWN
Cobham lines (ELR NGL) may require diversion of a number of high voltage feeders.
Feeder 2204 may require some diversion between Guildford substation and the existing footbridge
at 29 miles 47 chains (ELR NGL).
Feeder 413 is most likely to require extensive diversion or staging works as it runs in surface
troughing in the DOWN Cobham cess where significant track / viaduct works will take place. It
should be assumed that approximately 650m of feeder route and 3 phase feeder and pilot cable
will require renewal. The existing feeder is oil-filled therefore allowance should be made for a hot
splice joint. Allowance should be made for 2 x 2-track UTXs.
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Feeders 2202 and 2203 leave Guildford substation and immediately enter a UTX to cross the UP
and DOWN Main lines. The foundations for the new viaduct appear to be approximately in this
area therefore allowance should be made for a new 7-track UTX and renewal of approximately
100m of both three-phase feeder and pilot cables with hot splice joints.
Consideration should be given to the resilience of supply (N-1 outage conditions) and the
operational requirements for isolation of part of the electrical section in the platform area. At this
stage allowance should be made for an additional DC circuit breaker in a new modular building at
Guildford substation and the installation of 2 x trackside isolating switches.

7.9 Options 4 to 7 Specific DC Electrification Issues
Option 4 is beyond the scope of this report.
Option 5 has been discounted due to signalling issues. Extension of Platform 2 would also impact
on the high voltage feeder route for feeder 2204.
Option 6 has been discounted due to access and platform width issues.
Option 7 has similar electrification issues to Options 1 and 2. The objective of reducing the amount
of land to be taken form the Solum development may have an impact on the cost of
accommodating a suitable route diversion for feeder 2204 and of installing trackside isolating
switches.
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7.10 Signalling
7.10.1 Operational Requirements Specification
Whilst the remit contains some operational aspirations at a high level, an Operational
Requirements Specification must be considered an early signalling design deliverable to
investigate with NR Operations, Railway Undertaking colleagues and other stakeholder
organisations, the precise detail of their operational needs of the respective signalling system.

7.10.2 SSI Interlocking capacity
The existing signalling infrastructure in the Guildford area is controlled by Guildford ASC. This
consists of a panel controlling SSI Mk III interlockings. Guildford Station interlocking controls the
North end of the station and Shalford the south end. The capacity of the interlockings will require
assessment for expansion. An initial review of the current count of SSI Trackside Function
Modules (TFM) shows 57 for Guildford Station and 47 for Shalford. The maximum is 62, but 57 or
less is preferred. The number of point ends will only be increased by 3 therefore it is realistic to
accommodate the changes within the existing interlocking.

7.10.3 Ergonomics
The expansion of the signaller’s duties will require an ergonomic assessment to ensure these can
be practically met within the proposed manning arrangements.

7.10.4 Layout, Signal Positioning and Sighting
A new platform P0 would require a platform starting signal. No issues are anticipated in providing
this.

7.10.5 Train Dispatch
The existing platforms are provided with Train Ready to Start (TRTS), Close Door (CD) and Right
Away (RA) facilities. Train dispatch procedures will require discussion with Operations, but the
new platforms are expected to have the same arrangement.

7.10.6 DC Immunity and EMC
The existing signalling is DC immune and expansion and amendment of the signalling system is
not thought to pose any issues in this respect. Similarly no Electro Magnetic (EMC) issues are
envisaged.

7.10.7 Train Detection
Current train detection in the area is by use of High Voltage Impulse (HVI) track circuits. New train
detection may be of this type. However use of more modern equipment such as EBI Track 200 is
preferred as these maybe be accommodated in the same location cases as Trackside Functional
Modules (TFMs).
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7.10.8 Point Operating Equipment
Current point operating equipment in the area is HW1121. HW machines would be acceptable for
the new connections, or the point operating equipment deemed appropriate by the Network Rail
strategy.

7.10.9 Train Protection and Warning System (TPWS)
New TPWS will be required for the new signals provided. As the layout is being altered TPWS
fitment for the station should be reviewed against current standards. However, as speeds are
relatively low this is unlikely to require significant change.

7.10.10 Signalling Maintenance and “PRAMS”
PRAMS – Performance, Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety.
In terms of the impact on signalling maintenance, it is not expected that the introduction of any of
the above new infrastructure would be of detriment to the current regime, with no novel equipment
requirements being envisaged. Similarly, it is not anticipated that the proposals would impact upon
performance, reliability or safety.
The risk associated with each option will be compared using the Junction Screening Tool (JST) as
part of the option selection process.
With the amended layout and changes to train movements a full Signal Overrun Risk Assessment
(SORA) of the station area will be required on the selected option.
Trap points will be required at the exit to the sidings.
Occupational safety provision should be considered for staff protection systems for the new
platform(s) to enable safe access and egress for litter collection and maintenance staff, but this
should be considered against the existing arrangements in the station as a whole.

7.10.11 Summary
There are no signalling issues with options 1 & 2. Option 3 should not provide any signalling
issues assuming the gradient is not too steep.
Option 7 - The proposals are such that they will significantly impact on the existing signalling
system so much so that it may require the interlocking to be upgraded to accommodate the
additional functions. Currently there will be a need to install or re-control 7No. new signals and
control or re-control an additional 8No. points either double or single ended.
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7.11 General Items
7.11.1 Considerations and assessment of impact on performance
The impact upon performance will be determined in the subsequent GRIP stages. The new
Platform 0 will provide additional capacity and robustness in operation. However, there will be
disruption during construction, particularly related to Option 7.

7.11.2 Timescales
Estimated timescales for this scheme are shown below. The project timescales will depend on the
option progressed and the figures below should be verified upon project progression.




GRIP 0-3: 12-18 months
GRIP 4-5: 12-18 months
GRIP 6-8: 18-30 months

7.11.3 S&C Alignment
There is an opportunity as part of this work to consider the configuration of the S&C to provide a
straighter alignment into Platforms P0/P1. Rather than turning off over S&C, the track could be realigned to provide a straight approach into Platforms P0/P1, which would reduce maintenance with
S&C provided for turn off into Platform P2 under perturbation.
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8. Risks
The major risks and assumptions for this project are listed below:
■ Track design has thus far been completed on OS mapping – the accuracy of this is known
to be low. Topographical surveys are required to confirm local topographyand exact track
layout/positions and building footprints.
■ Location of the footbridge and subway supporting foundations within the station area
could interface with the Platform narrowing associated with the A options.
■ Existing services and signalling location cabinets affected by the proposals – it has been
assumed that affected equipment will be replaced.
■ Existing 3rd rail equipment poses a safety risk during construction/survey.
■ EMC issues created by the installation of new or diversion of existing conductor rail, high
voltage feeders and DC traction cables has not yet been considered in detail, but is not
envisaged to provide any unique challenges.
■ The interface with the Solum Development proposals and / or construction site works.
■ Works adjacent to operational railway poses a safety risk during construction/survey.
■ Timetable implications during construction for rail services and future timetable aspirations
have not yet been ascertained, but varying levels of disruption are associated with each
Option.
■ Land purchase of the Taylor Wimpey road associated with Option 1.
■ Lack of suitable available possessions or short notice cancellations.
■ Potential contamination issues not assessed or identified.
■ Costs of changing interlocking can only be assumed at this stage.
■ Pedestrian interface poses a safety risk during construction/survey.
■ Impacts upon the local road network during construction from additional lorry movements.
■ It has been assumed that retention and/or standage of DOWN Goods siding and Carriage
sidings not essential.
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9. Conclusions and Recommendations
9.1 Costs
9.1.1

Capital Costs

The anticipated costs of the project are contained in a separate estimating report.
Although options 7.1 and 7.2 require less land purchase from Solum development than option 1,
they require more track and platform alterations and as such the cheapest option is not easily
identified.
A cost-benefit analysis will be required based on the findings of this report to compare the costs of
minimising land take with the value of the land taken from the Solum development and any
compensation required.

9.1.2

Whole Life Costs

Whole life costs will be established in later GRIP stages. This may include development of
indicative maintenance plans and associated structure maintenance requirements. The
opportunity to remove redundant assets or structures requiring upcoming maintenance may
improve the whole life costs associated with any option being progressed.

9.2 Technical Feasibility
Providing an additional platform within the confines of Guildford Station is technically feasible in
various forms. The form and proposed position/alignment of the viaduct and ramps in option 3 will
be dependent upon the construction staging, ground conditions and other physical and
environmental constraints in the area.

9.3 Network Operations
The additional terminal platform capacity will ease the flow of trains in and out of the station which
in turn reduces the likelihood of trains having to wait outside of the station for a platform to
become free.

9.4 Economic Viability
The Business Case has yet to be determined. This should be determined once the cost benefit
analysis has been completed.
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Appendix – Options Drawings and References
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